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Abstract

The Data extracted from many sources will be integrated and

then transform into suitable form. Tthese data may be includes many

errors and noise or inconsistencies data. It is necessary to clean the

data to get quality data before the data mined from errors and noise

data. The cleaning is the first task before any data analysis' The

resultant of cleaning analysis/model can be stamped for data quality

which very impotent for data minig process because without data

quality the algorithms of data nining can not work well or the result

of algorithms not good.

Therefor this paper deal with Basics steps to clean data that

extracted from many sources to get good quality data for data mining

also reduce processing time, storage data and reducing costs and

increasing profits, for this case an implementation for data selected

from clinical chemical test for yarmook hospital education to detect

and remove the errors or noise and or inconsistencies data'

Keywords: Knowledge Discovery, Data Preparation, Data Cleaning

is Not Completed Yet,

Basics steps of Data Cleaning
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l. Introduction

A process used to determine inaccurate, incomplete' or

unreasonable data and then improving the quality through correction

of detected errors and omissions. one of important and complex

steps in quality data process is the cleaning data step, also called

data cleansing or scrubbing. It deals with detecting and removing

errors or noise and inconsistencies from data before data reach to

data mining in order to improve the quality of data' Data quality

problems are present in single data collections, such as files and

databases, e.g., due to misspellings during data entry, missing

information or other invalid data. When multiple data sources need

to be integrated. This is because the sources often contain redundant

data in different representations. In order to provide access to

accurate and consistent data, consolidation of different data

representations and elimination of duplicate information become

necessary.

Data Mining require and provide extensive support for data

cleaning. They load and continuously refresh huge amounts of data

from a variety of sources so the probability that some of the sources

contain .,dirty data,, is high. Furthermore, data mining are used for

decision making, so that the correctness of their data is vital to avoid

wrong conclusions. For instance, duplicated or missing information

will produce incorrect or misleading statisticsIl].

Data is not integrated as for data mining but needs to be

extracted from multiple sources, transformed and combined during

query runtime. The corresponding communication and processing

delays can be significant, making it difficult to achieve acceptable

response times. The effort needed for data cleaning during extraction

and integration will further increase response times but its mandatory

to achieve useful query results[2].

Some research groups concentrate on general problems not

limited but relevant to data cleaning, such as special data mining
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approaches.In this paper desc五 be the ten basic step for cleaning data

with algo五thm of cleaning data and example of data which taken

follll yarlnook hospital education for ilnplementation.

2.Knowledge Discoverv

Knowledge Discovery has been deflned as the`non― tnvial extraction

of implicit,previously unknown and potentially useful infollllation

from data'.It is a process of which data mining forms just one part

sce flgure l.

Data sources

Data store Prepared

0
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―

―

―
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Integration

Discovery

Selection & cleaning Data mining
Interpretation

heprocessing data &Assiinilation

Figure I Shows process of cleaning data to complete knowledge
discovery

in Data mining.

Data comes in, possibly from many sources. It is integrated and

placed in some common data store. Part of it is then taken and pre-

processed into a standard format. This 'prepared data' is cleaned

from missing words or unknown then passed to a data mining
algorithm which produces an output in the form of rules or some
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other kind of ,patterns'. These are then interpreted to give knowledge

discovery-new and potentially useful knowledge[2]'

This brief description makes it clear that although the data mining

algorithms, which are the principal subject, are central to knowledge

discovery they are not the whole story' The pre-processing of the

data and the interpretation of the results are both of great importance-

i- Data Preoaration

For many applications the data can simply be extracted from a

database in the form many sources with many errors and noise data

and may be in different forms. The data stored in suitable medium to

prepare for translate it in standard form, perhaps using a standard

access method such as Oriented Database (ODB). However, for

some applications the hardest task may be to get the data into a

standard form in which it can be analyzed[3]' For example data

values may have to be extracted from textual output generated by a

fault logging system or (in a crime analysis application) extracted

from transcripts of interviews with witnesses. The amount of effort

required to do this may be considerable[3,5]'

4. Data Cleanine is Not Completed Yet

After the implement ten basic steps and analyst-specific checks are

done, data cleaning is not completed until the noise in the data is

eliminated. Noise is the idiosyncrasies of the data. The particulars,

the ..nooks" that are not part of the sought-after essence (e.9.,

predominant pattern) of the data with regard to the objective of the

analysis/model. Ergo, the data particulars are lonely, not-really-

belonging-to pieces of information that happen to be both in the

population from which the data was drawn and in the data itself

(what an example of a double-chance occurrence!) Paradoxically, as

the analyst includes more and more of the prickly particulars in the

analysis/model, the analysis/model becomes better and better, yet the

analysis/model validation becomes worse and worse' Noise must be

０
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eliminated from the data[3].
The solve of this problem is to provide a procedure for eliminated
noise from the actual records that define the idiosyncrasies of the
data. Now, the analysis/model can be built with cleaned data that
reliably represents the sought-after essence of the data, yielding a
well conducted analysis and a well-fitted model or the errors con be
translated to another file or report and then correct the error or noise
by retuned the data in file(prepared data), that means the data go in
the cycle until the data become quality data as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 The Cycle of Data in Data Cleaning Process

5. Cleanins Process Method

There are many methods and techniques but these methods no clear
in fitting the data or that can aid in the cleaning of errors or noise in
primary species an species-occurrence databases. But need to
automated methods. This paper looks in detail at a range of methods
for cleaning data in cycling process Until the "Noise" is Eliminated
under control of analyst data[4].
For this reason the analysis data are needed after the extracted,

！
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―
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stored and prepared data able to determine errors and noise from the

data themselves.

For this purposed ten basic steps for cleaning data to get quality data

which it is very important for data mined and its algorithms can

reach good result and its quality is merely a factor of fitness for use

or potential use and is a relative term .

Below the ten basics of data cleaning and algorithm for these ten

basics to get data qualitY[6,7,8].

5.1. Basics stePs of Data Cleanine

1. Check frequencies of continuous and categorical variables for

unreasonable distributions.

2. .Check frequencies of continuous and categorical variables for

detection of unexpected values. For continuous variables, look into

data "clumps" and "gaps."

3. Check for improbable values (e.g', a boy named Sue)' and

impossible values (e.g., age is 120 years young, and x/0)'

4. Check the tvpe for numeric variables: Decimal, integer, and date'

5. Check the meanings of missing formative values, e'g', "NA"' the

blank " ", the number "0", the letter "O", the dash "-", and the dot

6.Check for out-of-range data: values "far out" from the "fences" of

the data. [ ]

7. Check for outliers: Values "outside" the fences of the data' I I ]

8. Check for missing values, and the meanings of their coded values,

e.g., the varied string of "9s"' the number "0", the letter "O"' the

dxsfu "-". and the dot ". ".
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5.2 Aleorithm

The algorithm to applied to basic steps for prepared data ST1,ST2,
which are temporary files.
l. Missing values and missing type:
Begin

For I to zl
.Sort attributes values (key problem ) in STI with null value.

If attribute value is null.
THEN The number of records of null value is equal to STl.

send the data error to error file.
3. Else Send the correct records to ST2.

End if
End FOR

2. Mi;sspelting
Begin

Check the typing of the name
IF the letters fist letter = number or small letter or ,'.,'or"r" or "-

" or ttO"

THEN send the record to the file error and
"Misspelling".

IF there is duplicate in the letter
THEN send the record to
the file error and" Misspelling" error to file error. Send the

records to ST2.
End IF

End if.

9. Check the logic of data, e.g., response rates cannot be ll07o, and
weigh contradictory values, along with conflict resolution rules, e.g.,

duplicate records of BR's DOB: l2l22ll5 and l2l22l5l.

4. Illegal values or outsideBegin
IF Cardinality value not Greater than OR Less than threshold

THEN send the records of error to file error Send the records to
ST2.

End IF.
End.

5. DuplicateBegin Sor attributes values in ST1.

124
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Compare the first record with other records ' IF the process is

equal

THEN purge the redundant record and send to file error'

Send the correct records to ST2'

End IF.

End.

6. Varying value representBeginSort attributes values in ST1'

Comparing attribute value set of a column of one source in the

against that of a column of another source. IF compared attributes

are different in value THEN send the record error to error file send

the correct records to ST2' End if.

End.

6. Implementation

To applied the some basic steps to data for cleaning to get quality data

which it important for data mined. Selected sample of data from for the

for clini whlch ls

education as in the shown in table l. Not that can applied all basic sets

if have huge data.

These data putted in the file which is prepared (STl) for procedure to

detect the error or noise data from flle that prepared for theses

procedure see in figure 2.
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Tabe(l). The data before program process
ide Patient

nanre

Sex age N.value
Blood suger

/ mmol./l

Testl

value

N. value

Blood uera/

mmolfl

Test2

value

1001 ah M 45 3.6‐ 6.1 3.9 3.3‐ 7.5ヽ 3.7

1002 sarnmer M 50 3.6‐

`。

1 5。2 3.3‐ 7.5 8

1003 Nadea F 46 3.6‐ 6。 1 3.8 3.3‐ 7.5 4.2

1005 Zad M 60 3.6‐

`。

1 7.3 3.3‐ 7.5 6。 1

Rbab F 55 3.6‐ 6。 1 4.8 3.3‐ 7.5 4.5

1006 Tywfik M 41 3.66。 1 6 3.3‐ 7.5 4.1

1007 Ahmmad M 35 3.6-6.1 3.3 3.3‐ 7.5 5.5

llX18 abaz M 30 3.`‐ 6.1 3。6 3.3‐ 7.5 3.5

1009 Diana F 30 3.6‐ 6。 1 3.8 3.3‐ 7.5 3

The program detects the error data from sources and loaded it in the

error data to error or noise file(ST2) or report for repair data by control
analyst data as shown in the TableZ. Can do the procedure of cleaning
data in cycle many time to ensure that all data is complete without
errors. In Statues empty that means the record is correct.

Table(2) The data after detected by program
ide Patient

name

sex age N.value

Blood
sugar /
mmo14

Tes

tl

val

ue

N. value

Blood
urea/

mmol/l

Test2
value

Statues

1001 ali M 45 3.6‐

`。

1 3.9 3.3‐ 7.5 3.7

1002 sarnrner M 50 3.66。 1 5。2 3.3‐ 7.5 8 Illegal
values

1003 Nadea F 46 3.6‐ 6.1 3.8 3.3‐7.5 4.2

1005 Zad M 60 3.6‐ 6。 1 7.3 3.3‐ 7.5 6。 1

Rbab F 55 3.6‐6.1 4.8 3.3‐7.5 4.5 Missing
values

1006 Tywfik 卜I 41 3.6‐ 6.1 6 3.3‐ 7.5 4.1

1007 Ahmmad 卜1 35 3.`‐ 6。 1 3.3 3.3‐ 7.5 5.5

1008 abaz ヽ1 30 3.6‐ 6.1 3.6 3.3‐ 7.5 3.5

10435 Zad M
`0

3.6‐ 6。 1 3.8 3.3-7.5 3.5 Duplica
te

1009 Diana F 30 3.6‐ 6.1 3.8 3.3‐ 7.5 3 Illegal

type
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced basics steps for detecting data quality

problemsinhighvolumetransactionprocessing.Describedthe
procedure can remove the noise and error from huge data to get quality

data for data mined. data cleaning is not completed until the elror or

noise eliminated, there for put proposed procedure will continue into

cycle process until the elimination all detected errors and then the word

data cleaning is Not completed yet is valid '

In the implantation the data that taken sample from form of lab form for

clinical chemical test which is special for yarmook hospital education

only two statues which are Blood sugar and Blood urea many elrors

are detects and its statues which can reaper by data analyst in cycle

procedure. In future can make cycle procedure automatically and can

make center computer which connected to all computer sections in

hospital .
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